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Abstract Starting from Poincaré’s fundamental problem of dynamics, we consider
perturbations of integrable Hamiltonian systems in the neighbourhood of resonant
Lagrangean (i.e. maximal) invariant tori with a single (internal) resonance. Applying
KAM Theory and Singularity Theory we investigate how such a torus disintegrates
when the action variables vary in the resonant surface. For open subsets of this
surface the resulting lower dimensional tori are either hyperbolic or elliptic. For a
better understanding of the dynamics, both qualitatively and quantitatively, we also
investigate the singular tori and the way in which they are being unfolded by the ac-
tion variables. In fact, ifN is the number of degrees of freedom, singularities up to
co-dimensionN−1 cannot be avoided. In the case of Kolmogorov non-degeneracy
the singular tori are parabolic, while under the weaker non-degeneracy condition
of Rüssmann the lower dimensional tori may also undergoe.g.umbilical bifurca-
tions. We emphasise that this application of Singularity Theory only uses internal
(or distinguished) parameters and no external ones.

1 Introduction

Classical perturbation theory largely concerns the continuation of quasi-periodic
motions as these occur in integrable Hamiltonian systems for small non-integrable
perturbations. The classical perturbation series here diverge on a resonance subset
that densely fills the phase space, leading to the notorious small denominators even
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when avoiding this dense set. This paper deals with the dynamics within such reso-
nance gaps.

Background.We briefly summarize that Kolmogorov–Arnol’d–Moser (KAM) The-
ory [2] establishes the persistence of quasi-periodic motions that densely fill La-
grangean tori, meaning that the dimension equals the numberN of degrees of free-
dom. If ω ∈ R

N denotes the frequency vector, the resonances alluded to above are
given by

〈k,ω〉 = 0 , 0 6= k∈ Z
N . (1)

KAM Theory excludes such resonances by imposing strongly non-resonant, Dio-
phantine conditions

| 〈k,ω〉 | ≥ γ
|k|τ for all k∈ Z

N\{0} (2)

on the frequency vectors, whereγ > 0, τ > N−1, which guarantee the persistence
of many Lagrangean tori in the sense of measure theory. We recall [25] that the
persistentN–tori are smoothly parametrised over the nowhere dense union of closed
half lines defined by (2), in the sense of Whitney; colloquially we speak of aCantor
family of half lines.

Aim of the paper. We investigate what happens to the Lagrangean tori of the un-
perturbed system for which the frequency vector is resonant, i.e.satisfying (1) for a
single fixed nonzerok ∈ Z

N (and its integer multiples), so which is contained in a
gap of the ‘Cantor set’ defined by (2).

Starting point is the real analytic perturbedN–degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian

Hε(ϕ , I) = H0(I) + εH1(ϕ , I ;ε) (3)

defined onT
N ×R

N with perturbation parameter 0< ε ≪ 1. We concentrate on
a single resonance, whence a normal form approximation can be reduced to one
degree of freedom. See below for details. The reduced systemis defined on the
cylinderT×R with Hamiltonian of the form

H (p,q;µ) , (q, p) ∈ T×R, µ ∈ R
N−1 ; (4)

hereµ = µ(I) is a (distinguished) parameter varying along the resonancesurface

〈k,ω(I)〉 = 0 , where ω(I) := DH0(I) .

We will show that (4) is a general family of Hamiltonian functions and our interest is
the study of the dynamics they generate. As in all one-degree-of-freedom systems,
this dynamics is largely determined by the configuration of level sets. We recall [2]
that the closed curves correspond to librational LagrangeanN–tori, while the critical
points correspond to invariant(N−1)–tori. The latter govern the global geometry of
the dynamics and in the(N−1)–parameter family (4) of functions their behaviour
is determined by Singularity Theory [27, 3].
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Within such an(N− 1)–parameter family of functions one may encounter singu-
larities up to co-dimensionN−1 in a persistent way. Singularity Theory provides
us with versal unfoldings of these. These unfoldings also will appear persistently in
our general family (4).

The compact-open topology.We like to note that for families of planar functions
persistence in the sense of structural stability is a generic property. To formulate
this property in a precise way one needs a topology on the space of Hamiltonian
functions in one degree of freedom. In the present real analytic setting we use the
compact-open topology on holomorphic extensions detailedin [11].

The real-analytic compact-open topology on holomorphic extensions fits with lo-
cal uniform convergence of the corresponding Hamiltonian functions. We recall
from [11] that this compact-open topology has the Baire property, which means that
countable intersections of dense-open sets are still dense. Moreover, the compact-
open topology is stronger than the WhitneyCk topologies used in [23, 22]. From the
latter it immediately follows that anyCk open property also is open in the compact-
open sense. The same holds for denseness, as long as we restrict to properties de-
fined in terms of transversality. Therefore a real analytic unfolding that is versal in
theCk sense also is versal with respect to the compact-open topology. In particular
the differentiable Singularity Theory also applies for thereal analytic case. In fact,
Weierstraß originally developed the theory for the analytic case.

Co-dimensions.We recall that for equilibria to be either hyperbolic or elliptic, the
corresponding singularityA1 has co-dimension 0, which means that in one degree
of freedom it has open occurrence in the space of families of Hamiltonian functions.
However, the singularities of higher co-dimension determine the geometric organi-
zation of those of lower co-dimension, therefore in particular the ones corresponding
to hyperbolic and elliptic equilibria. This organization reflects both qualitative and
quantitative aspects.

Example 1.[A quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation] As an example1 in the
space of(N−1)–parameter families in one degree of freedom we consider

H (p,q;µ) =
1
2

p2 +
1
6

q3 + λ (µ)q (5)

with λ (0) = 0 andDµλ (0) 6= 0. We remark that this family usually is calledfold,
a versal unfolding of the singularityA2, see [27, 3]. Clearly (5) is a family of one-
degree-of-freedom systems for which the equilibrium(p,q) = (0,0) at µ = 0 is
parabolic (and hence neither elliptic nor hyperbolic), andfor any (real analytic)
small perturbation there is a parameter valueµ = µ0 ≈ 0 for which there is a
parabolic equilibrium at a certain point(p,q) = (p0,q0)≈ (0,0). Thus, there is a full
neighbourhood of the(N−1)–parameter family defined by (5) in the compact-open
topology such that a parabolic equilibrium occurs nearby. Hence it is impossible

1 Any non-degenerate example of a co-dimension 1 bifurcationcan be reduced to this case. Here
we exclude a setting with symmetry or other structural restrictions [20].
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for the set of all families of one-degree-of-freedom systems that only have elliptic
and/or hyperbolic equilibria to contain a countable intersection of open and dense
sets,i.e. to be generic.

In the reconstruction to the setting ofN degrees of freedom, the equilibria corre-
spond to invariant(N−1)–tori, where the normal behaviour is inherited, and the
closed level curves correspond to librational LagrangeanN–tori. Addition of the
non-symmetric higher order terms presents us with a new perturbation problem.
This can be solved by KAM Theory [18]. In this way the entire bifurcation scenario
becomesCantorisedas explained below, for a detailed example also see Section 2.

An interesting aspect is that in a fixed energy level we have the same theory, with
one parameter less. ForN ≥ 3 we thus have in each energy level elliptic, hyperbolic
and parabolic tori in a center-saddle bifurcation. In both cases a quantitative con-
sequence of this is that for small perturbations the asympotic distance of the two
families of tori, as they approach the parabolic equilibrium, is of order

√

−λ (µ) as
µ → 0.

Observe that forN = 2 the lower dimensional tori really are closed orbits. In this
case the energy is the only parameter and no bifurcation takes place inside an energy
level. ForN ≥ 3 the bifurcating tori have dimension larger than or equal to2 and the
bifurcation can take place within an energy level. △

Unfoldings. The fold example (5) is a special case of the family of cuspoids that
unfold the co-rank 1 singularitiesAk+1, k∈ N, see [27, 3] for more details. The cor-
responding KAM perturbation problem has been solved in [5].In that paper (trans)-
versality conditions as dictated by Singularity Theory [27, 3] are used to develop a
normal form of Hamiltonians in the neighbourhood of a parabolic torus. Solving the
ensuing small divisor problems it is proven that the bifurcation scenario persists in
a Cantorised way. See Example 2 below for a more detailed description. In this way
all possible quasi-periodic bifurcations of normally parabolic tori can be retrieved
in resonance gaps, takingN sufficiently high.

An aspect that one has to keep in mind in the present case of(N− 1)–parameter
families (4) defined by the normal form of (3) near a single resonance, is that part
of the terms inH , say thep–terms, come fromH0 and the remaining terms come
from the perturbationH1. Thep2–term in (5) occurs in the case where the integrable
partH0 satisfies the Kolmogorov condition

detD2H0(I) 6= 0 , (6)

which is valid on an open and dense set in parameter space, see[2]. For these values
of I the above theory of parabolic tori applies, see Section 2 formore details. In
particular, one can read off from the degeneracy of the minumum and the maximum
of a certain potentialVµ onT a lower bound for the number of families of invariant
(N−1)–tori.

Note that the Kolmogorov non-degeneracy condition (6) fails on a co-dimension 1
subset. Here one may still expect a weaker form of non-degeneracy to hold true,
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expressed by the Rüssmann condition, cf. [8, 26, 29]. In this way also more general
singularities can be incorporated, giving rise to all possible applications of Singu-
larity Theory as in [20]. More degenerate singularities maye.g. lead to umbilical
torus bifurcations, for an example see Section 3; in Section4 we discuss further
possibilities.

We emphasise that we are not to impose genericity conditionson occurring equilib-
ria, but only on the initial HamiltonianH, see (3). Our genericity assumption onH0

amounts to Rüssmann non-degeneracy. The remaining genericity assumptions onH
are obtained viaH1. These genericity conditions amount to versality of the occur-
ring unfolding, thereby excluding too pathological examples. For more details see
below.

On Cantorisation. The Diophantine condition (2) defines a Cantor family of closed
half lines, parametrised over a Cantor set of positive measure [9]. This Cantor fam-
ily in turn parametrises a Cantor bundle of integrable quasi-periodic invariant tori,
in a Whitney smooth way. KAM Theory implies that in case of Kolmogorov non-
degeneracy, under small perturbations this Cantor bundle is distorted by a near-
identity Whitney smooth conjugation. Where the integrableinvariant tori foliate a
submanifold or a semi-algebraic set organized by Singularity Theory, we colloqui-
ally say that the Diophantine condition (2) ‘Cantorises’ this geometry, with the same
terminology for nearly integrable systems. We note that theproperty of having pos-
itive (Hausdorff) measure is preserved by diffeomorphisms. In the sequel we shall
also meet Cantor bundles of tori parametrised over (real) Cantor sets. In all cases
these bundles can be distinguished by their Hausdorff dimension.

Related work. To our knowledge, invariant tori reconstructed from possibly degen-
erate equilibria have only been addressed for single resonances, not for multiple
resonances.

Cheng [13] considers convexH0, such that in the reduced system (4) the maxi-
mum and minimum of theq–dependent part differ. The invariant(N−1)–tori cor-
responding to non-degenerate maxima are hyperbolic tori, but in [13] a degenerate
maximum isnot excluded and the resulting tori are called of ‘hyperbolic type’. It
is established that the system (3) has a Cantor family of ‘hyperbolic type’ invari-
ant (N− 1)–tori. In [14] the minima of theq–dependent part of (4) are treated,
restricting to non-degenerate minima (i.e. elliptic tori). This yields a Cantor family
of elliptic invariant(N−1)–tori.

The approach by Gallavotti, Gentile and Giuliani [17] considers the perturbation
parameterε also as a bifurcation parameter. Although they do consider degener-
ate singularities, the results only concern Cantor families of elliptic and hyperbolic
invariant(N− 1)–tori. Careful considerations yield expansions of theε–family of
(N−1)–tori in e.g.

√
ε , and quantitative asymptotic information. We note that these

results can be retrieved as a direct consequence of our approach. However, the fate
of degenerate tori is not explained in [17] anda fortiori a complete bifurcation sce-
nario is not discussed.

As soon as one makes the assumption that all equilibria of thereduced system are
non-degenerate one obtains elliptic and hyperbolic lower dimensional tori also for
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multiple resonances, see [15, 12, 28, 10] and references therein. We like to em-
phasise that this assumption is not generic for reduced systems parametrised by
the conjugate actions; one then also has to deal with degenerate equilibria and the
corresponding bifurcation theory. A starting point for thedevelopment of such a
persistence result is formed by [7, 4], where multiple resonances are taken into ac-
count. Form–fold resonances corank–m–singularities may occur already under the
Kolmogorov condition, and under the Rüssmann condition this may further rise to
corank 2m.

2 Kolmogorov Hamiltonians

To explain the kind of results that can be obtained for the perturbation (3) of an
integrable HamiltonianH0 = H0(I) on T

N ×R
N we first restrict to an open sub-

setU ⊂ R
N where the Kolmogorov non-degeneracy condition (6) is validfor every

I ∈U . By classical KAM Theory [25, 2, 8] it then follows that most Lagrangean tori
T

N ×{I}, I ∈U satisfy the Diophantine conditions (2) and persist. For Lagrangean
tori with resonant frequency vector that have a single resonance we have the follow-
ing result.

Theorem 1 (Resonant dynamics).Consider the perturbed Hamiltonian(3) on
T

N ×U satisfying the Kolmogorov non-degeneracy condition(6) for all I ∈ U.
Then for sufficiently small perturbations H1, satisfying suitable genericity con-
ditions, a Lagrangean torus of the unperturbed system with asingle resonance
〈k,DH0(I)〉 = 0, k∈ Z

N\{0} leads in the perturbed system(3) to Cantor families of
hyperbolic, elliptic and possibly also parabolic tori. Thedistribution of these tori is
determined by the way in which the genericity conditions on H1 are fulfilled.

The proof in particular reveals the nature of the genericityconditions, made precise
in Lemma 1 and the paragraph preceeding it.

Proof. The equation〈k,DH0(I)〉 = 0 determines a local hypersurfaceY ⊂ U . For
I ∈ Y the unperturbed Lagrangean torusT

N ×{I} is foliated into invariant tori of
dimensionN−1. Let us put

n = N−1

and onU choose local co-ordinatesϕ = (x,q) with values inT
n×T andI = (y, p)

with values inR
n × R, wherey parametrises the surfaceY. In these local co-

ordinates the single resonance reads

∂
∂ p

H0(y,0) = 0 for all y∈ Y , (7)

cf. [13, 14, 28, 10]. The remaining frequencies form the vector ω = DyH0(y,0)
which is non-resonant at a single resonance(y, p) = (y∗,0). Treatingω as an external
parameter, we expect persistence results only for Diophantine ω , where gaps in
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the resulting ‘Cantor set’ correspond to multiple resonances. Following [25, 9], we
localize toŷ (ε–close to 0) writingy = y∗ + ŷ, thereby shrinking the neighbourhood
U if necessary. Moreover we restrict to the lowest order terms

H0(ŷ, p;y∗,ω) = 〈ω , ŷ〉 +
a(y∗)

2
p2 .

From (6) together with (7) we infer

a(y∗) 6= 0 for all y∗ ∈ Y ,

whence we find a lower bound of the function|a| by shrinking the co-ordinate do-
mainU ⊃ Y a bit if necessary.

We now apply a familiar method to replace the system (3) by a family of one-degree-
of-freedom systems, cf. [2, 13, 28, 10]. Starting point is a normalizing transforma-
tion that turns the perturbed Hamiltonian into

Hε(x, ŷ, p,q;y∗,ω) = H0(ŷ, p;y∗,ω) + εH̄1(ŷ, p,q;y∗,ω) + O(ε2)

whereH̄1 is theT
n–average alongx of H1 atε = 0. In the expansion

H̄1 = η(ŷ;y∗,ω) + α(ŷ;y∗,ω)p + β (ŷ;y∗,ω)q

+
A(y∗)

2
p2 +

B(y∗)
2

q2 + C(y∗)pq + . . .

we may haveA(y∗) ≡ 0, but more importantly|a(y∗) + εA(y∗)| is still bounded
from below onY. Re-parametrisingω 7→ ω +εDŷη(ŷ;y∗,ω), maintaining the same
symbolω for the frequency vector, the expansion ofHε still starts with〈ω , ŷ〉. By
means of anε–small shear transformation inp we get rid of terms that are linear
in p, and scalingp by

√
ε we arrive at

Hε(x, ŷ, p,q;y∗,ω) = 〈ω , ŷ〉 + εH (p,q;y∗,ω) + O(ε2) (8)

with

H (p,q;y∗,ω) =
a(y∗)

2
p2 + Vy∗(q) ,

compare with (4).

HereVy∗ can be interpreted as ann–parameter family of 1–dimensional potentials,
and critical pointsq∗ of Vy∗ correspond to invariantn–tori T

n ×{(0,0,q∗;y∗,ω)}
of the ‘intermediate’ integrable system with HamiltonianHε = 〈ω , ŷ〉+ εH . The
y∗ ∈ R

n ∼= Y around which ˆy is localized has the character of a (distinguished) pa-
rameter; let us make this explicit by writing

µ := y∗ .

While critical points of a single potential are genericallynon-degenerate, it is a
generic property for then–parameter familyVµ of potentials to encounter critical
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points up to co-dimensionn. Note that this amounts to a genericity condition on
the perturbationH1 of H0. More precisely, theµ–values parametrising a potential
Vµ with a degenerate critical point of co-dimensionk form an(n−k)–dimensional
submanifoldΛk in µ–space.

Lemma 1 (Versality). In the above circumstances, letµ∗ ∈ Λk and put d= k+ 2.
Then all derivatives at q∗ of order j< d vanish, so

Vµ∗(q) =
b(µ∗)

d!
(q−q∗)d + O

(

(q−q∗)d+1
)

(9)

with b(µ∗) 6= 0 and 2 ≤ d ≤ n+ 2 near the critical point q∗ of Vµ∗ . When d=
2 the critical point q∗ is non-degenerate and(p,q) = (0,q∗) is a non-degenerate
equilibrium of the one-degree-of-freedom system — a saddleif ab < 0 and a centre
if ab > 0. In case d≥ 3 the equilibrium is parabolic and it is furthermore generic
for the family Vµ to provide a versal unfolding of the degenerate critical point. Also
this genericity condition is a condition on the perturbation H1.

Let us translate co-ordinates toq∗ = 0 and concentrate on a degenerate critical point
with d ≤ n+1. Then

H (p,q;µ ,ω) =
a(µ)

2
p2 +

b(µ)

d!
qd +

d−2

∑
j=1

c j(µ)

j!
q j + O(qd+1)

and Hε = 〈ω , ŷ〉+ εH has the form(1.4) of [5] with λ j = εc j(µ). Thus un-
der small perturbation, satisfying the above genericity conditions, the resonant La-
grangean torus leads to the entire bifurcation scenario detailed in [5]. This amounts
to the classical hierarchy of the cuspoids [27, 3] unfoldingthe singularitiesAk+1,
k ∈ N, that are Cantorised in the now familiar way by taking out a small neigh-
bourhood of the dense set of resonances mentioned before andusing KAM Theory.
Granted the proof of Lemma 1 (given below), this proves Theorem 1. ⊓⊔

Remark 1.Sinceµ = y− ŷ was introduced by localization the rôle of the unfold-
ing parameterλ is ultimately played by the actiony conjugate to the toral angles,
provided thatc : µ 7→ c(µ) is at µ = 0 a submersion fromRn to R

d−2. The tori
T

n×{(0,0,q∗)} with d = n+2 are generically isolated and may therefore disappear
in a resonance gap. In casen−d+2≥ 1 Diophantine approximation of dependent
quantities does yield persistence on Cantor sets, see [8, 5,20] for more details.

Proof of Lemma 1.For a description of the compact-open topology on holomorphic
extensions of real analytic systems we refer to the introduction. We recall that Sin-
gularity Theory in the real analytic setting coincides withthat in theCk setting fork
large. Therefore the familiesVµ are also versal in the real analytic setting.

The versality of the familyVµ of potentials amounts to a genericity condition on
the same family. This in turn is implied by a genericity condition onH1 since the
mappingH1 7→ H̄1 7→ Vµ is a composition of submersions. Indeed, the latter part
H̄1 7→ Vµ is merely a scaling inp after which the quadratic parta2 p2 is split off
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by means of the Morse Lemma [22]. The normalizationH1 7→ H̄1 consists of a
co-ordinate transformation followed by truncation of higher order terms which for
sufficiently smallε has the character of a (linear) projection.⊓⊔

Example 2.[Unfolding a degenerate minimum] We consider the cased = 4 for
which the one-degree-of freedom family has the form

H (p,q;µ ,ω) =
1
2

p2 +
1
24

q4 + λ1(µ)q +
λ2(µ)

2
q2 , (10)

versally unfolding the singularityA3. Note that this example occurs persistently for
N ≥ 4 degrees of freedom. For definiteness we fixN = 4. So we started with four
action variablesR4 = {I1, . . . , I4} in which the 3-dimensional resonance hypersur-
faceY is defined by〈k,DH0(I)〉 = 0. Locally we have the variablep transverse to
Y andµ = (µ1,µ2,µ3) parametrisesY.

λ1

λ2

6
HHHHHY������*

�

Fig. 1 Organisation of the local dynamics near a degenerate minimum of the reduced Hamilto-
nianH . Phase portraits show the reduced one-degree-of-freedom dynamics of (10). The interpre-
tation for theN–degree-of-freedom system is given in the text.

In Figure 1 we show the organisation of the local dynamics in dependence of the
parameters. We now describe the meaning of the phase portraits for the 4–degree-
of-freedom system. All periodic orbits correspond to Lagrangean tori and equilibria
to 3–dimensional tori. These are elliptic in the case of a center, hyperbolic in the
case of a saddle and parabolic in the (two) remaining cases.

We recall thatµ 7→ λ (µ) is a (local) submersion. Therefore Cantorisation in the
(µ1,µ2,µ3)–direction amounts to the following.
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1. We begin with the cases corresponding to parabolic tori.

a. The central pointλ = 0 corresponds to a line that Cantorises to a (real) Cantor
set (i.e.of topological dimension 0) of Hausdorff dimension 1.

b. The fold lines emanating fromλ = 0 correspond to planes that Cantorise to a
(real) Cantor set as well, now of Hausdorff dimension 2.

2. The hyperbolic tori are parametrised over the open regionin between the fold
lines, which corresponds to an open 3–dimensional set. Cantorisation leads to a
union of lines, smoothly parametrised over the 2–dimensional Cantor set men-
tioned above and also ending there. Recall that colloquially we call this a Cantor
family of closed half lines; the Hausdorff dimension is 3.

3. Both open regions in Figure 1 parametrise elliptic tori, observing that in between
the fold lines each point corresponds to two elliptic tori, and in the other region
only to one.

a. In the latter case Cantorisation leads to a (real) Cantor set.
b. In the former case Cantorisation leads to two layers of (real) Cantor sets.

In both cases the Cantor set has Hausdorff dimension 3.

As usual, Cantorisation of the librational Lagrangean toritakes place along a Cantor
family of lines, of Hausdorff dimension 4. Note that this also uses thep variable to
obtain the 4–dimensional(µ , p)–set. Here, and in the earlier cases, the correspond-
ing Hausdorff measure is positive and, in fact, even close tofull measure when the
perturbation is small.

As in the example of the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation, we can give asym-
potic estimates based on the geometry sketched in Figure 1. For instance, along the
symmetry axisλ1 = 0 the distance between the two elliptic tori is of order

√

−λ2(µ)
asµ → 0. △

It is instructive to compare the above results with the corresponding statements
in [17]. Whend is odd the bifurcation diagram contains empty regions and regions
with both elliptic and hyperbolic tori. Whend is even all open regions of the bifur-
cation diagram Cantor-parametrise at least one elliptic torus if b > 0, see Figure 1,
while b < 0 yields deformations with hyperbolic tori. For a similar approach in the
latter case (not using Lindstedt series) see [30].

For small perturbationsεH1 of H0 Theorem 1 allows to recover what [13, 14] state in
this situation. Indeed, the angular variableq takes values inT1 and on this compact
set each potentialVµ , µ fixed, assumes minimum and maximum. It is a generic-
ity condition onH1 for these to be different from each other,i.e. Vµ 6= constfor all
µ , and furthermore forVµ to assume the form (9) withd even andb(µ) < 0 at a
maximumq∗ while b(µ) > 0 at a minimum; let us denote the latter byq∗. For def-
initeness we concentrate ona(µ) > 0 (which may always be achieved by reversing
time if necessary). Then the maximumq∗ corresponds to a ‘hyperbolic type’ torus
T

n×{(0,0,q∗)}, truly hyperbolic if the maximum is non-degenerate and parabolic
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otherwise. In both cases we have persistence forω satisfying the Diophantine con-
ditions (2) withN replaced byn. This leads to Cantorisation.

The persistence of at least onen–torus from theH0–resonantTn×{(0,0)}×T
1 for

Diophantineω had already been established in [13], and without any genericity con-
dition on the perturbation. What our approach adds to this isa precise description
how occurring degenerate maxima of the potential, called ‘of weaker persistency’
in [13], lead to a Cantorised bifurcation scenario of the correspondingn–tori. This
latter result cannot be obtained without genericity conditions. The generality of the
result in [13] does not exclude perturbations that are rather pathological. Corre-
spondingly, that approach does not allow to obtain information on the fine structure
where then–tori fail to be truly hyperbolic.

The minimaq∗ of Vµ are treated in [14]. In the non-degenerate case these corre-
spond to ellipticn–tori, whence normal-internal resonances have to be avoided as
well. Therefore, persistence of a secondn–torus is obtained in [14] only on a smaller
(though still measure-theoretically large) subsetS. For generic perturbations we can
now explain the fine structure. In particular the tori comingfrom degenerate min-
ima q∗ do not have to be excluded. In fact, these give the opportunity to enlargeS
a bit. For instance, whend = 4 in (9) we recover the bifurcation diagram given in
Figure 1 and next to at least one centre for all nonzeroλ ∈ R

2 we have an additional
saddle in between the two fold lines; hence, here only Diophanticity of internal fre-
quencies is needed to obtain persistence of a second family of invariantn–tori in the
resonant zone.

Remark 2.Without the genericity conditions on the perturbation there may be tori
T

n ×{(0,0,q∗)} with d > n+ 2. In an attempt to still apply the results of [5] we
may introduce extra (external) parametersν to provide a versal unfolding. The per-
turbed system then displays again the Cantorised bifurcation scenario and contains
the original perturbed system as a subsystem. The torusT

n×{(0,0,q∗)} is an in-
variant torus of the intermediate system. However, we cannot expect this torus to be
present in the perturbed system since this torus is moved by the perturbation. We still
have the weaker conclusion, though, that the Cantorised family of n–tori contains
parabolic tori of at most degeneracyd (as found in the intermediate system).

Note that this approach does not allow us to drop the genericity conditions that we
had to impose on the perturbation when recovering the results of [13, 14]. Indeed,
the small constantε in Theorem 2.1 of [5] depends ond and may tend to 0 asd→∞.
Since the results in [13, 14] are valid for non-generic perturbations as well one may
speculate that the latter does not occur.

Example 3.[A non-versal perturbation] The class of perturbed Hamiltonians

Hε(ϕ , I) = H0(I) + εH1(ϕ) (11)

figures a perturbation that is independent of the action variable I . A single reso-
nance (7) leads again to a reduced system (4) of the form
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H (p,q;µ) =
a(µ)

2
p2 + V(q)

where the potentialV is now equal to theTn–averagēH1 of H1, with no further trans-
formations. As aµ–dependent family this potential is trivial, being the samefor all
parameter values. Invariantn–tori correspond to(p,q) = (0,q∗) with V ′(q∗) = 0 and
if b := V ′′(q∗) 6= 0 the triviality of the family is not problematic. Indeed, the torus
is elliptic for ab> 0 and hyperbolic forab< 0 with no need for an unfolding. On
the other hand, ifb = 0 then (11) is a very degenerate system: the torus is parabolic
and the potential cannot provide the necessary unfolding. Remark 2 still applies,
though. △

The degeneracy in Example 3 that occurs forb= 0 should then be seen as a warning
sign that the model (11) is problematic and might need to be changed. This kind of
warning sign is given whenever Theorem 1 does not apply, cf. [27]. The necessary
genericity conditions can be explicitly checked in examples and provide one with
clues of what exactly is happening. For instance, where then–parameter familyVµ
of potentials encounters critical points of co-dimension exceedingn the perturbed
system (4) deserves further examination.

This might result in an adjusted model for what one is trying to describe. Another
possible outcome is that a symmetry is found in (4), and that within the ‘symmet-
ric universe’ the co-dimension no longer exceedsn. The unfolding provided byVµ
then is expected to be versal within the ‘symmetric universe’, see [24], and also the
O(ε2)–terms in (8) do not break the symmetry. Also other reasons for seemingly
non-generic behaviour are known to exist, seee.g.[21] for the persistent occurrence
of a degenerate bifurcation.

A different approach is persued in [16], where periodic orbits foliating invariant 2–
tori are searched for using the zeroes of the subharmonic Mel’nikov function. In
case the latter vanishes identically, a second order Mel’nikov function is defined
with similar properties, and so on. If all higher order Melnikov functions vanish
identically, then the whole torus consisting of periodic orbits is shown to survive the
perturbation.

3 An umbilic example

To understand how results similar to those of the previous section can be obtained if
the Kolmogorov condition (6) is replaced by Rüssmann’s non-degeneracycondition,
we now consider the following example inN = 5 degrees of freedom. Starting point
remains the perturbed Hamiltonian (3) withI = (y, p), and for the unperturbed part
we work with

H0(y, p) =
4

∑
i=1

ei−1yi +
1
2

y2
i +

1
6

y3
i +

1
6

p3 , (12)
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where we use that the vector(1,e,e2,e3) is Diophantine. Then Rüssmann’s non-
degeneracy condition

R
5 = <

∂ |ℓ|ω
∂ I ℓ

∣

∣

∣

∣

0 6= ℓ ∈ N
5
0 > ⊇ <

∂ω
∂y1

,
∂ω
∂y2

,
∂ω
∂y3

,
∂ω
∂y4

,
∂ 2ω
∂ p2 >

that the partial derivatives span the frequency space is satisfied everywhere. We
are interested in the fate of the resonant torip = 0. Again we apply a normalizing
transformation that turns the perturbed HamiltonianHε = H0 + εH1 into

Hε(x, ŷ, p,q;µ ,ω) = H0(ŷ, p;µ ,ω) + εH̄1(ŷ, p,q;µ ,ω) + O(ε2)

whereH̄1 is theT
4–average alongx of H1 atε = 0.

A vanishing 1–jet (in the(p,q)–variables) of a Hamiltonian function merely amounts
to (p,q) = (0,0) being a relative equilibrium. This is already true forH0, and to
achieve this forHε we (again) translate co-ordinates toq∗ = 0. Using thep3–term
in H0 a translation inp allows to remove thep2–term in the expansion of̄H1 in p
andq. In case the coefficienta02(0;µ ,ω) of q2 does not vanish atµ = 0 we scalep
by

√
ε andq by 4

√
ε to recover the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation encoun-

tered in the previous section. Finally, for nonzeroa11(0;0,ω)pq we scalep andq
both byε, revealing the relative equilibrium to be hyperbolic. In the expansion

H̄1 = ∑
k+l=3

akl(ŷ;µ ,ω)

k! l !
pkql + h.o.t.

we therefore start with third order terms. We emphasise thatfor generic perturba-
tionsH1 this cannot be avoided to occur at 1–parameter subfamilies.

ShrinkingY a bit, if necessary, the coefficient2 a03 is bounded away from zero.
Scalingp by ε

2
3 andq by ε

1
3 we obtain

Hε(x, ŷ, p,q;µ ,ω) = 〈ω , ŷ〉 + ε2
H (p,q;µ ,ω) + O(ε

7
3 )

with

H (p,q;µ ,ω) =
a
6

p3 +
b
6

q3 + c1(µ)q + c2(µ)p + c3(µ)pq

wherea ≈ 1, b = 6a03(0;µ ,ω). The coefficient functionsc1,c2 andc3 vanish at

µ = 0, this allows to rescalea01 by ε
2
3 to yieldc1(µ) anda10 by ε

1
3 to yieldc2(µ) ;

a11 is not rescaled, we simply putc3 = a11(0;µ ,ω). Note that we do not obtain
the unfolding ofD4 used in [6, 20], but a form adapted to the critical singularity
a
6 p3 + b

6q3, and that this form leads to the hyperbolic umbilic. Still, we conclude

2 Here we depart from the general theory of planar singularities that allows to transparently treat
the relative equilibria. Indeed, the co-ordinatesp andq already have a ‘meaning’, so we had to
sharpen the usual assumption that the (homogeneous) 3–jet does not have multiple roots.
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that the family of resonant Lagrangean torip = 0 of (12) may lead to umbilical
torus bifurcations of invariant 4–tori.

4 Rüssmann Hamiltonians

The example of the previous section looks in one aspect quitedegenerate — the
resonancep = 0 coincides with the hypersurfacep = 0 where the Kolmogorov
condition (6) fails. In general the (transverse) intersection of these should be a co-
dimension 2 submanifold, and singularities of the equationdetD2H0 = 0 may lead to
further complications. For instance, one could consider the example in the previous
section with one more degree of freedom and add3 the terms

e4y5 +
1
2

y2
5 +

1
6

y3
5 +

1
2

y5p2

to the unperturbed Hamiltonian (12). Then the analysis of the previous section con-
cernsy5 = 0 and the obvious question is how the perturbed system behaves when
unfolded byy5 — scaled byε

2
3 . Note that it is generic forH0 to satisfy some form

of Rüssmann non-degeneracy at every point, cf. [29].

Leaving such complications aside for the moment, a ‘naive’ generalization of the
example in the previous section leads to

H0(ŷ, p;µ ,ω) = 〈ω , ŷ〉 +
a(µ)

ℓ!
pℓ

with a(µ) 6= 0 and 2≤ ℓ ≤ n+2. For instance, ifℓ = 3 the potential (9) leads to the
quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation (unfolding thesingularityA2) whend = 2.
For d = 3 this similarly leads to umbilic tori (unfolding the singularity D4) and to
the simple singularitiesE6 andE8 (see [19, 20]) whend = 4 and 5, respectively.

The umbilic example of the previous section gives some confidence that it should
still be possible to find adapted scalings that turna

ℓ! pℓ + εH̄1 for generic pertur-
bationH1 into versal unfoldings of occuring singularities. Note, however, that the
special ‘starting point’a

ℓ! pℓ leads to a classification that may slightly differ from the
classification of one-degree-of-freedom equilibria by means of planar singularities.

5 Conclusions

Summarizing we may state that the for asingle resonance the Kolmogorov con-
dition (6) restricts the occurring singularities to the family Ak+1 of corank–1–
singularities (9), while under the weaker Rüssmann condition also singularities of

3 Here we use that the vector(1,e, . . . ,e4) is Diophantine as well.
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corank 2 may occur. Theorem 1 treats the former situation, while the example in
Section 3 concerns the latter case. All these singularitiesdescribe the normal be-
haviour of Cantor bundles of (degenerate) tori, with Cantorised unfoldings.

The corank–2–singularitiesD4,D5,D6 andE6 of low co-dimension are still simple
andE8 and the complete familyDk+1, k ≥ 3, unfolded by the umbilics, are simple
as well. Next to these also singularities with modal parameters become possible,
leading for highN to all quasi-periodic bifurcations of [20]. We note that, for these
bifurcations to take their standard form in a resonance gap,a scaling will be needed.

In the case of am–fold resonance the above normalization procedure appliedto (3)
leads to an(N−m)–parameter family of Hamiltonian systems defined onT

m×R
m.

Here, non-degenerate minima correspond to elliptic(N−m)–dimensional tori [15,
12, 28, 10]. For these cases there exist many results on quasi-periodic persistence,
employing KAM Theory.

In the spirit of the present paper, one should consider degenerate minima as well.
Under the Kolmogorov condition (6) this leads to corank–m–singularities. The cor-
responding quasi-periodic bifurcation theory still has tobe developed. Under the
Rüssmann condition similarly this gives rise to singularities of corank 2m. We like
to stress that none of these complications can be avoided.

Acknowledgements We thank an anonymous referee for challenging us with the exampleH(ϕ , I)=
H0(I)+ εH1(ϕ) of a non-versal perturbation.
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